will hear of it and they will reject him, as the Jews did ancienly, but they will have no power over him at all.

He says that if a man will place himself in a position where he is ready to sacrifice everything at the command of the Lord, he is then in a position to ask and receive Heavenly revelation.\textsuperscript{80}

Helon H. Tracy records a conversation between Lorenzo Snow, Rudger Clawson, and himself:

Speaking as to the love that ought to exist between husband and wife Bro. S. said, No man should not or ought not to take a wife unless it was one he could truly love he related an anecdote about Bro H. C. K. [Heber C. Kimball] an affair that occurred at Nauvoo when plural marriage was first introduced The principle was quite a trial to Sister V. K. [Vilate Kimball] but she essayed to submit to it and went and chose two very old maids of quite plain and homely Appearance for her husband Bro K spoke to the Prophet Joseph about it and he said, Bro K that arrangement is of the devil you go and get you a young wife one you can take to your bosom and love and raise children by. A man should choose his own wife and one he can love and get children by in love. Jesus says you have not chosen me but I have chosen you [John 15:16]. Bro S. said further one reason why illegitimate children are often so bright and and intelligent is because they are begotten in love and unless they children are begotten in love they are not so liable to be so intelligent\textsuperscript{81}

Rudger Clawson, seventeen years later when he was an apostle, remarked during a quarterly conference of the Twelve Apostles in the temple that none of the Mormon brethren in prison—not even Apostle Lorenzo Snow—“could foretell the outcome.”\textsuperscript{82} Similarly, Lorenzo Snow remarked that the church leaders “knew no more just how this crusade would terminate than himself or me. They like us were simply living by faith and trusting in God for the deliverance of his Saints.”\textsuperscript{83}
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